the International Office of the University of Duisburg-Essen is planning a presentation about their offers for refugees for the coming Summer Semester 2017.

The presentation will take place in Duisburg on

Tuesday, 28th of March 2017 at 14 o’clock
in room no. 135 in Geibelstr.41

As we want to approach those candidates who have a realistic chance of being enrolled as either a guest auditor or a regular student at our university, we need some information about you and your educational background. Please fill in in the Questionnaire, which you will find here https://www.uni-due.de/fluechtlinge/fragebogen.php, add uncertified copies of your certificates with the relevant translations and bring them with you to the Information day.

We hope we can give you some answers.

How to find us

Arriving by public transport:

From Duisburg main station:
Stop Zoo / Uni (M area):
Tram
(terminating at Mülheim main station)

Stop Uni-Nord (M area):
Bus
(terminating at Uni-Nord)

Stop Uni-Nord / Lotharstraße (M area):
Bus
(terminating at Uni-Nord)

Do you want to know if you meet the requirements to study at our University? Are you fed up hanging around with nothing to do? Do you want to be a part of the university? Find out if you could be a guest auditor in Summer Semester 2017.